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QUESTION 1

Examine the contents of SQL loader control file: 

Which three statements are true regarding the SQL* Loader operation performed using the control file? 

A. An EMP table is created if a table does not exist. Otherwise, if the EMP table is appended with the loaded data. 

B. The SQL* Loader data file myfile1.dat has the column names for the EMP table. 

C. The SQL* Loader operation fails because no record terminators are specified. 

D. Field names should be the first line in the both the SQL* Loader data files. 

E. The SQL* Loader operation assumes that the file must be a stream record format file with the normal carriage return
string as the record terminator. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

A: The APPEND keyword tells SQL*Loader to preserve any preexisting data in the table. Other options allow you to
delete preexisting data, or to fail with an error if the table is not empty to begin with. 

B (not D): Note: 

* SQL*Loader-00210: first data file is empty, cannot process the FIELD NAMES record 

Cause: The data file listed in the next message was empty. Therefore, the FIELD NAMES FIRST FILE 

directive could not be processed. 

Action: Check the listed data file and fix it. Then retry the operation 
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E: 

* 

A comma-separated values (CSV) (also sometimes called character-separated values, because the 

separator character does not have to be a comma) file stores tabular data (numbers and text) in plain-text 

form. Plain text means that the file is a sequence of characters, with no data that has to be interpreted 

instead, as binary numbers. A CSV file consists of any number of records, separated by line breaks of 

some kind; each record consists of fields, separated by some other character or string, most commonly a 

literal comma or tab. Usually, all records have an identical sequence of fields. 

* 

Fields with embedded commas must be quoted. 

Example: 

1997,Ford,E350,"Super, luxurious truck" 

* 

SQL*Loader is a bulk loader utility used for moving data from external files into the Oracle database. 

Note: 

 

QUESTION 2

You execute this piece of code with appropriate privileges: 
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User SCOTT has been granted the CREATE SESSION privilege and the MGR role. 

Which two statements are true when a session logged in as SCOTT queries the SAL columns in the view and the
table? 

A. Data is redacted for the EMP.SAL column only if the SCOTT session does not have the MGR role set. 

B. Data is never redacted on the EMP.SAL column. 

C. Data is redacted for the EMP.SAL column only if the SCOTT session has the MGR role set. 

D. Data is redacted for the EMP_V.SAL column only if the SCOTT session has the MGR role set. 

E. Data is never redacted on the EMP_V.SAL column. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 3

Examine the parameters for your database instance: 
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Which three statements are true about the process of automatic optimization by using cardinality feedback? 

A. The optimizer automatically changes a plan during subsequent execution of a SQL statement if there is a huge
difference in optimizer estimates and execution statistics. 

B. The optimizer can re optimize a query only once using cardinality feedback. 

C. The optimizer enables monitoring for cardinality feedback after the first execution of a query. 

D. The optimizer does not monitor cardinality feedback if dynamic sampling and multicolumn statistics are enabled. 

E. After the optimizer identifies a query as a re-optimization candidate, statistics collected by the collectors are
submitted to the optimizer. 

Correct Answer: ACD 

C: During the first execution of a SQL statement, an execution plan is generated as usual. 

D: if multi-column statistics are not present for the relevant combination of columns, the optimizer can fall back on
cardinality feedback. 

(not B)* Cardinality feedback. This feature, enabled by default in 11.2, is intended to improve plans for repeated
executions. 

optimizer_dynamic_sampling optimizer_features_enable 

* 

dynamic sampling or multi-column statistics allow the optimizer to more accurately estimate selectivity of conjunctive
predicates. 

Note: 

* 

OPTIMIZER_DYNAMIC_SAMPLING controls the level of dynamic sampling performed by the optimizer. 

Range of values. 0 to 10 

* 

Cardinality feedback was introduced in Oracle Database 11gR2. The purpose of this feature is to automatically improve
plans for queries that are executed repeatedly, for which the optimizer does not estimate cardinalities in the plan
properly. The optimizer may misestimate cardinalities for a variety of reasons, such as missing or inaccurate statistics,
or complex predicates. Whatever the reason for the misestimate, cardinality feedback may be able to help. 

 

QUESTION 4

Your database uses Automatic Memory Management, and has the large pool configured. 

You issue the following command: 

SQL> ALTER SYSTEM SET SHARED_SERVERS = 5; 

Which statement is true about the shared server configuration? 
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A. It is enabled only if the SHARED_SERVER_SESSIONS parameter is configured. 

B. It is enabled and the UGA is located in the large pool for connections that use the shared server configuration. 

C. It is enabled only if at least five dispatchers are configured. 

D. It is enabled and all the DBA and non-DBA sessions function in shared server mode. 

Correct Answer: A 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E71588_01/HTMIG/configuring-SHARED-
SERVERSparameter.htm#HTMIG29492 

 

QUESTION 5

You executed this command to create a password file: 

$ orapwd file = orapworcl entries = 10 ignorecase = N 

Which two statements are true about the password file? 

A. It will permit the use of uppercase passwords for database users who have been granted the SYSOPER role. 

B. It contains username and passwords of database users who are members of the OSOPER operating system group. 

C. It contains usernames and passwords of database users who are members of the OSDBA operating system group. 

D. It will permit the use of lowercase passwords for database users who have granted the SYSDBA role. 

E. It will not permit the use of mixed case passwords for the database users who have been granted the SYSDBA role. 

Correct Answer: AD 

* 

You can create a password file using the password file creation utility, ORAPWD. 

* 

Adding Users to a Password File 

When you grant SYSDBA or SYSOPER privileges to a user, that user\\'s name and privilege information are added to
the password file. If the server does not have an EXCLUSIVE password file (that is, if the initialization parameter
REMOTE_LOGIN_PASSWORDFILE is NONE or SHARED, or the password file is missing), Oracle Database issues an
error if you attempt to grant these privileges. 

A user\\'s name remains in the password file only as long as that user has at least one of these two privileges. If you
revoke both of these privileges, Oracle Database removes the user from the password file. 

* 

The syntax of the ORAPWD command is as follows: 

ORAPWD FILE=filename [ENTRIES=numusers] [FORCE={Y|N}] [IGNORECASE={Y|N}] [NOSYSDBA={Y|N}] 
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* 

IGNORECASE If this argument is set to y, passwords are case-insensitive. That is, case is ignored when comparing the
password that the user supplies during login with the password in the password file. 
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